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Abstract
Zigzag ZnS thin films prepared by the thermal evaporation method using glancing angle deposition
(GLAD) technique. ZnS films with zigzag structure were produced at deposition angles of 0˚, 70˚ and
80˚ at room temperature on glass substrates. Surface morphology of the ﬁlms was characterized by
using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). The optical properties of the specimens
were investigated by using UV-Vis spectroscopy technique. To characterize the porosity of the
simulated structures, the PoreSTAT software which analyses the NASCAM software was employed.
The optical transmissions of the samples were calculated by using NASCAM optics package. The
simulation results are completely in agreement with the experimental results.
Keywords: Zigzag,

ZnS thin film, Glancing angle deposition, Optical properties.

1. Introduction
Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) method is based on physical vapor deposition and
employs oblique angle deposition conditions as well as substrate rotation to control the
microstructure, fabricating and engineering microstructured by an atomic shadowing effect
[1-3]. The first experiment using GLAD method was carried out in 1959. Young and Kowal
[4] in 1959 first fabricated inorganic thin film onto rotating substrate around normal axis. In
1966, Nieuwenhuizen and Haanstra [5] deliberately changed the substrate tilt with respect to
the average direction of the incident vapor flux once during deposition. The substrate position
in a GLAD process is specified by two angles (Fig. 1). The deposition angle

is defined as

the angle between the substrate normal and the incident vapour flux direction. Fig. 1 shows
the schematic diagram set-up for GLAD motion control wherein, the substrate is mounted on
a rotating stage with two angles. The
the substrate about its normal. The
(parallel to the substrate), whereas the

motor controls the substrate tilt and

motor rotates

angle can vary between 0◦ (normal incidence) and 90◦
angle can assume any value and is periodic [6]. The

following six structures are all deposited using different GLAD processes designed to
manipulate the ballistic shadowing conditions during growth process in different ways:
zigzag structures, helical structures, vertical columns, Graded-density structures, periodic
structure arrays and hollow-core structures. The GLAD technique has also been used to

fabricate high-surface-area support structures using various materials such as C [7], Cr [8],
CrN [9], Nb2O5 [10] and Ti [11].
The microstructure of the GLAD thin films can be controlled by the varying orientation of
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rotating substrate during deposition. There are various applications for the films produced by
GLAD technique, such as anisotropic antireflection coating [12], three-dimensional photonic
crystals [13], optical filters [14], birefringent omnidirectional reflectors [15], linear polarizer
[16], and fluid concentration sensing [16], etc.
Zinc sulﬁde (ZnS) is an important and belong to II–VI compound semiconductors material
with a wide band gap (3.6–3.9 eV) [17, 18]. It has a refractive index of 2.2 at wavelength of
10 m and a reflection loss of 24.7% [19]. ZnS thin films are used as flat- panel display [20]
antireflection coating [19], dielectric filter [21], electroluminescence thin films [22]
photodetectors [23], short wavelength emitting laser diodes [24], etc. ZnS films have
prepared with various deposition techniques such as thermal evaporation [25], pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) [26], electron beam evaporation [27], chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
[28], etc. After going through the available results obtained for ZnS thin films employing
various treatments, a curiosity to use these thin films as buffer layer to thin film solar cells is
achieved. Since ZnS thin films as buffer layer with the application of annealing in air
atmosphere is not well-understood, therefore, in this communication, the physical properties
of ZnS thin films have been optimized by post-annealing treatment within the temperature
range of 100-500°C for solar cell applications as buffer layer [29].
Various models have been developed to simulate and predict the evolution of thin-ﬁlm
morphology. Some of these models are: geometric models [30], continuum models [31-33],
ballistic aggregation models [34-36] and molecular dynamics models [37]. Therefore, a
ballistic aggregation Monte Carlo simulation has been used to understand the inﬂuence of
atomistic processes on the formation of the ﬁlm nanostructure during growth. More complex
and realistic diffusion kinetics can be simulated by different methods. Smy et al. [38] allow
deposited particles to diffuse short distances according to a curvature-dependent chemical
potential. Karabacak et al. modeled the diffusion process by allowing a fixed number of
random particle hops after aggregation [39].
In this work, NASCAM software [40] has been used to analyze ﬁlm growth. This widely
employed computer code has already helped to explain numerous issues regarding the kinetic
energy of the vapor particles, the bond structure and chemical nature of the ﬁlms.

In this paper, the effect of the deposition angle on the anisotropic optical properties of ZnS
zigzag thin films fabricated by using GLAD technique is reported. transmission spectra of
ZnS films with zigzag structure were studied by using theoretical model and the results were
compared with the experimental ones. The s and p-refractive indices, the porosity, and the inDownloaded from ijmse.iust.ac.ir at 12:52 IRDT on Tuesday March 26th 2019

plane birefringence at various deposition angles are described.
In addition, the optical properties of GLAD ZnS zigzag nanostructured thin films grown
using various incident angles α=0, 70˚ and 80° each with a nominal thickness of 300 nm were
investigated.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing set-up for GLAD motion control where in the substrate is mounted on a
rotating stage with two angles. The motor controls the substrate tilt and motor rotates the substrate about its
normal [6].

Fig. 2. The schematic showing substrate, length of branches and ﬁlm thickness of ZnS zigzag ﬁlms.

2. Experimental
ZnS nanostructured films were deposited by the thermal evaporation method on glass
substrates in Hind-HIVAC coating (Model ISF6) equipped with GLAD technique. Two
stepper motors were introduced into deposition system to tilt and rotate the substrate
automatically, as shown in Fig. 1. The

motor controls the substrate tilt, while the

motor

rotates the substrate about its normal [6]. High purity ZnS (99.99%) in the form of tablets,

supplied by Sigma - Aldrich Company, was used as an evaporation source material in a
molybdenum boat. Before deposition, the glass substrates were cleaned by use of deionized
water, acetone and ethanol for 20 min in an ultrasonic bath and dried with purified nitrogen
gas. The deposition rate and the thickness of the films were calculated and controlled in-situ
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for a non-angled and non-rotating substrate by a quartz-crystal sensor (Model DTM-101)
placed near the substrate. The average evaporation rate was maintained at 2 Å/s. The chamber
pressure was maintained about 10-5 mbar. Deposition of the thin films was performed at room
temperature. The distance between the evaporation source and the glass substrate was 30 cm.
To produce zigzag films, the first branch was deposited on the substrate at a fixed incident
angle. For producing the second branch, the film was rotated by 180° without opening the
vacuum chamber. This was done using a mechanical attachment enabling the operator to
rotate the substrate by 180° from outside the vacuum unit. The schematic showing substrate,
length of branches and ﬁlm thickness of ZnS zigzag ﬁlms shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, ZnS
zigzag films were prepared with the same nominal branch thicknesses at various incident
flow angles of 0, 70˚ and 80˚ which are labeled as S0, S70 and S80. The nominal growth
characteristic of the S0, S70 and S80 samples are given in Table 1.

Table. 1. Nominal growth characteristics of the S0, S70 and S80 samples.

Sample

Deposition angle
(degree)

Length of each
branch (nm)

S0

0

600

S70

70

2×300

S80

80

2×300

The prepared samples were studied by the following device. Optical transmittance was
calculated by using UV-Vis Lambda900 spectrophotometer in the wavelength range of 350 to
850 nm. The cross-section and surface morphology of the ﬁlms were characterized by using
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM).

3. Growth model and pore analysis of simulated films
In the present study, the growth of the ZnS GLAD ﬁlms was simulated by using NASCAM
Software. This code is developed to simulate the time evolution of atoms deposited on a

substrate. It is based on the kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) method. kMC can be used for
modeling different processes occurring at the surface, such as the growth of films during
deposition or the development of films post deposit at the atomic scale. Once the particles
arrive at ﬁlm surface, different mechanisms and surface mobility processes are induced
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depending on the energy of the particles and the local bond structure [40]. The goal of the
kMC method is to mimic real experiments through simulations. Because kMC does not take
into account the vibrational movement of atoms it is possible to use kMC to model the
evolution of a system for longer periods of time, unlike the Molecular Dynamics simulation
which can only be used to simulate the dynamics of a system for a short period of time, about
10-9 s. Depending on the number of atoms in the system, along with some other parameters
such as temperature and atomic properties, the physical time might be hundreds to thousands
of seconds. The energy and angular distribution of incident particles were calculated by
SRIM [40] and SIMTRA codes. First, SRIM is used to calculate the energy and the direction
of the particles leaving the target. The particles are then transported in the gas phase by the
SIMTRA code which takes into account all the collisions between the sputtered species and
the gas molecules.
The porous structure of simulated thin ﬁlms, was analyzed by considering cross section view
of the material. For pore analysis of the thin ﬁlms the PORESTAT software developed for
NASCAM simulation analysis was used. NASCAM optics package is used to simulate the
optical properties of different materials. Using this package, one can determine some features
of materials after simulation like: roughness, density of coating, mean diffusion path,
substrate coverage, porosity shown with PoreSTAT software and etc.
After performing the simulation, the output of NASCAM package has to be used by another
program (the PoreSTAT software) to understand optical properties of this material. Since
porosity has the important role in optical properties of GLAD thin films, therefore the
obtained porosity data were then used as the input data of NASCAM optics package. The
theory used for these simulations was based on Bruggeman’s effective medium theory. Since
pore sizes (mesopores) are much lower than visible-range wavelengths, Bruggeman’s
effective medium theory [41, 42] can be used to calculate the effective permittivity  eff  . This
modeling was employed in this paper to evaluate the fraction of ZnS as a function of film
depth to determine the dependence of the refractive index on the film depth (index profile).
According to Bruggeman’s theory:

( )

Where

[

( )]

(1)

is the refractive index of the dense ZnS film and

is the effective refractive
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index of a blend of a dense ZnS material and voids filled with air. ( ) represents the volume
filling fraction of the ZnS film which varies with the film depth z into the porous thin film
[43]. The function

( ) and the film thickness were determined using the numerical

procedure developed for the optimization of the continuous refractive index profiles [44].

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Theoretical and experimental of the Cross-section
Simulation and cross-sectional FESEM images of the ZnS zigzag thin films for S0, S70 and
S80 samples are shown in Fig. 3. The zigzag structure formation of the ZnS thin films is
made by rotating the substrate by

around its normal axis. A clear column tapering

observed in FESEM images are due to the shadowing effect as reported by others [45, 46].
The following equations give the relation between the incident flux angle ( ) and columnar
angle ( ) [47]:

(

)

For

(2)

For

(3)

Using the ImageJ software, the β values and columns thickness was calculated from the
cross-sectional FESEM images. The β values were found equal to 45˚ and 55˚ for samples
S70 and S80 respectively. A good agreement is found between the calculated results using
the Eqs. 2 and 3 and the obtained values by using the software. The calculated angle, actual
angle and actual thickness for S0, S70 and S80 samples have been measured by using crosssectional FESEM images and presented in Table. 2. Considering the growth behavior of columns
shown in Fig. 3, one can easily observe that the column diameter is bigger at its top than its bottom.
This kind of column tapering may be due to the shadowing effect.

To characterize the porosity of the simulated structures, the PoreSTAT software which
analyses the NASCAM files and performs a full 3D analysis of the porous structure of the
thin films has been used [48, 49]. The total number of effective particles in the simulation
was taken as 500000 with a simulated ﬁlm thickness of about 580.35 nm. The results show
that the porosity increases upon increasing the growth angle of growth. The calculated

porosity of the structures of the zigzag ZnS thin films for S70 and S80 samples are %49.5,
%67.2 respectively. The results obtained by using the PoreSTAT software for S0, S70 and
S80 samples are shown in Fig. 3. The figures drawn using the simulation results for any
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specimen is found very resemble their corresponding FESEM image.
Table. 2. results obtained by using cross-sectional FESEM images for S0, S70 and S80 samples
samples

Calculated angle
(degree)

Actual angle
(degree)

Actual thickness
(nm)

S0

0

0

600

S70

45

38

450

S80

55

50

200

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Simulation (left) and cross-sectional FESEM images (right) of (a) S0, (b) S70 and (c) S80
samples.

4.2 Optical properties of the GLAD films
To investigate the optical properties of the zigzag ZnS thin films, the transmission spectra of
samples were obtained by UV-Vis spectrophotometer in the wavelength range of 350 to 850
nm. The transmittance spectra for S0 (a), S70 (b) and S80 (c) samples are shown in Fig. 4.
The transmission of samples was calculated by using NASCAM optics package based on
Bruggeman’s effective medium theory. The results show that by increasing the growth angle,
optical transmission of the zigzag ZnS thin films increased. It was shown in preview section
that increasing the growth angled would be led to increasing the film porosity, hence one may
find a direct relationship between the film porosity and its transmission. The measurement
transmission spectra are in excellent agreement with the calculated spectra for S0 (a), S70 (b)
and S80 (c) samples. By comparing the two spectra shown in Fig. 4, one finds very good
agreement between the experimental and theoretical findings.
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Fig. 4. Measured and calculated transmittance of S0 (a), S70 (b) and S80 (c) samples versus
wavelength.

5. Conclusions
Zigzag ZnS thin films were produced by thermal evaporation method on the glass substrate at
room temperature by using glancing angle deposition (GLAD) technique. The samples were
prepared at different growth angles 0˚, 70˚ and 80˚. The morphological studies of the ZnS
films prepared at 70˚ and 80˚ deposition angles confirmed the formation of the zigzag shape.
The transmission spectra of samples were measured experimentally and calculated
theoretically by using NASCAM optics package and good agreement was observed between

the results. The calculated porosity of the structures of the zigzag ZnS thin films for S70 and
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S80 samples are %49.5, %67.2 respectively.
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